Abstract. Three temporal logics are introduced that reduce on labeled transition systems the same identifications as branching blsimulation, a behavioral equivalence that aims at ignoring invisible transitions whale preserving the branching structure of systems. The first logic is an extension of Hennessy-Milner Logic with an "until" operator, The second one E another extension of Hennessy-Milner Logic, which exploits the power of backward modalities. The third loglc is CTL* without the next-time operator. A relevant side-effect of the last characterization is that it sets a bridge between the state-and action-based approaches to the semantics of concurrent systems.
Introduction
The operational semantics of concurrent systems has often been described by means of labeled transition systems. However, these descriptions are frequently too concrete and do not always give the same account of systems that exhibit identical observable behavior. The addition of plausible notions of behavioral equivalences permits one to overcome these problems. These notions make it possible to relate systems described at different levels of abstraction and to verify, for example, the correctness of an implementation with respect to a more abstract specification of a given system. The interested reader is referred to De Nicola [1987] and van Glabbeek [1990] for comparative presentations of many such equivalences.
Among the best known behavioral equivalences are the bisimulation equivalences (also called observational equivalences) of Milner [1989] and Park [1989] . Intuitively, two systems are bisimulation equivalent whenever they can perform the same sequences of actions to reach bisimulation equivalent states. Bisimulation equivalences are called strong when all labels of transitions are considered as visible, and weak when they ignore some actions, considered internal and thus invisible. Bisimulation equivalences have proved of fundamental importance for working with structures used to describe nondeterministic systems. Indeed, two of the major schools of concurrency theory, that of CCS [Milner 1989 ] and ACP [Baeten and Weijland 1990] [Clarke et al. 1986; Cleveland et al. 1990 ]. However, to date, there is no general agreement on the type of logic to be used. Since a logic naturally gives rise to equivalences (two systems are equivalent if they satisfy the same formulas) often the proposed logics have been contrasted with behavioral equivalences for a better understanding and evaluation.
In general, establishing a direct correspondence between a logic and a behavioral equivalence provides additional confidence in both approaches.
A well-known result relating operational and logical semantics is that reported in Hennessy and Milner [1985] . In that paper, a modal logic, now known as states that satisfy~. The second logic, L~~, stems from the characterization of =~as a back and forth bisimulation equil)alence [De Nicola et al,, 1990] . It extends HML with reverse modalities that permit inquiries to be made about the past of computations (see, e.g., Liechtenstein et al. [1985] , Stirling [1992] , Street [1982] ).
The third logic that we use to characterize =~is a variant of CTL*. More specifically it is CTL*-X interpreted, as in the original proposal (see Emerson and Srinivasan [1989] (ii) M has bounded nondeterminism iff for all s = S and k e A, the set {r~r} is finite. For the first pair of systems, we have that on the one hand from state s it is possible to perform an a-step such that, at any point before the a actually takes place, it is still possible to perform a b-step. On the other hand, from state r, there is only one execution possible that contains an a, and in this execution, the option of performing a b-step is lost after the initial T-step. For the second pair of systems, we have that if an a-step is performed from state p, then always immediately after this, the option is left of performing a c-step; this is not the case for state q.
We are now ready to establish the relationships between branching bisimulation equivalence and the equivalence induced by Lu. In the theorem below, we will restrict attention to bounded LTSS simply for a matter of separation of concerns.
We do not foresee many problems in generalizing our results by resorting to infinitary logics in the same vein of Milner [1989] . However, the (1) If q = T, then obviously s I= p and r R p.
(2) If P = m q', then, by definition r i= P iff r !# q'. By induction r % q' iff s # q'. Again by definition s 1# q' iff s != p. Consider the set Q of all runs from q of the form qo~ql "o. q.-~~q. aq' with qO = q such that there are no cycles in the~-part (i.e., Vi, j: q, = q, implies i = j). We claim that Q is finite. To see this, consider the set St) of states that occur in a nonfinal positiofl of a run of Q, and the set S1 of final states of runs of Q. Since d has bounded nondeterminism and since q~q', for all states q' = SO, we have that So is finite. Similarly, we can deduce that also S1 is finite, because q~q' for all states q" = S1. Finiteness of SI and So together with the fact that there are no repetitions of states of SO in the~-part of the runs in Q implies that Q is finite.
In order to prove the transfer property, it is sufficient to show that there is a run in Q with the property that all states on the run, except for the last one, are related via -~to p, and the last state is related via =~" to p'. Suppose that there is no su~h run. We will derive a contradiction. We can split Q into two subsets Q, and Qf such that for any run m, in Q, there is a formula pm, that holds in p but not in all nonfinal states of u.., and for any run Of in Qt here is a formula qm, that holds in p' but not in the last state of m~. Let p, be the conjunction of the formulas qm with m, in Q, and let p~be the conjunction of the formulas qm~with of in Qf. Now we can distinguish between two cases.
(1) a = I-. In this case, since not (p' W,u q), there exists a PO such that p' 1= PO but q k cpO. Consider the formula q = P,( @)( Pf A PO). We have that p > q while q w q and thus a contradiction.
(2) a + r. (i) r R s;
(ii) if p R u and p Z p', then %' such that m~U' and p' R v';
(iii) if p R u and p'~p, then Elo' such that m'~m and p' R a'.
The diagram of Figure 4 illustrates that, in order to prove that two states are back and forth bisimulation equivalent, we need to prove that both their past and their future are in the same relation. First, we consider the case of state formulas.
(1) x = p: r > p iff p C.J?(r), the latter is equivalent to p q%(s) by definition of r =~~, s, and p =S?(s) iff s > X.
(2) x =~q: r + v q iff r % q, this by induction is equivalent to s % q, which in turn is equivalent to s @ 1 q.
(3) x = q A q': the fact that r k p A~' iff s 1= q A p' follows since, by induction, r & q and r I= @ iff s > p and s 1= q'.
(4) x== 3-r: Suppose r * +r. The other direction is symmetric.
Next, we consider the four cases of path formulas.
(5) x = q: We have p i= q iff first( p) = r = p, which by induction is equivalent to first(a) = s~p. By definition, the last statement is equivalent to fli=q.
(6) x = 1 n: Easy induction.
(7) x = m A n': Easy induction.
(8) x = n Lb-': Suppose p 1= T U m'. Then, there exists a path 6 with p s O such that % > w' and for all p s v < 13,v i= T. Since p =~b~U, there exists a partition pl P1 c"o of p and a partition o-l Uz "". of o-such that for all j, p] and u! are both nonempty and every state in pj is stutteringly bisimilar to every state in~. Now, let p~be a suffix of p in which the first state of 6 occurs. One can easily check that 9 '&~ah oh +, """ . Thus, by induction we have Wh~k +~""" t= n'. Let q be a path such that m< q < 'k"k+l """, and let U1 be the block in which the first state of q occurs; we have p, p,+~.". =~~, q. Since 1 <k, we have also p< PIP,+, """ < 0 and thus pl P1+l >~. By induction, we obtain also q > m. The other direction is symmetric. u THEOREM 3.2.4. Let 3?= (S, 9, _ ) be a jinite state Kripke structure and let s E S. Then there exists a CTL-X fotmula p such that for all r E S: r k p iff r =~~, s.
PROOF.
The actual proof is based on the algorithm for deciding divergence blind stuttering equivalence that is presented in Groote and Vaandrager [1990] . -A partition is stable if for no B, B' G P, B' is a splitter of B.
Consider the following algorithm:
P := {{r G S\_%'(r) =S(s)}1s~S}; while P is not stable do choose B, B' G P such that B is a splitter of B; P Z= RefP(B, B') od In Groote and Vaandrager [1990] , it is shown that two states are in the same block of the final partition exactly when they are divergence blind stuttering equivalent.
The idea of our proof is that, while executing the algorithm, we maintain a mapping that associates a CTL-X formula to each block that only holds for the states in that block. This is trivial for the initial partition. Then there exists a CTL-X formula p such that for all r = S; r +W p iff r = , s.
Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2.4. Now, we apply the partition refinement algorithm on the structure L(%). We associate a formula to each block different from {s.}, which when interpreted over %, only holds for the states in that block. 
.2 (Consistent L2 TSS). A L2 TS (S, A, + , J%) is consistent if
there exists a function -action: 2 'p x 2*P + A, such that, for any subsets P, Q, Q' of AP, we have:
(ii) action(P, Q) = action(P, Q) implies Q = Q;
(iii) r~s implies a = action(=(r), S7(s))).
The above restriction on L2 TSS, permits performing the first step toward relating branching bisimulation and CTL*-X; indeed, stuttering equivalence and branching bisimulation agree when they are defined on consistent L2 TSS.
THEOREM 3.3.3 (Divergence blind stuttering and =~agree on consistent L2TSS).
If 9 = (S, A, + , J%) is a consistent Lz TS, then for all r,s in S:
9: r 'db, sifandonly if-.%(r) =-5?(s) and 9: r 'b s.
PROOF.
Immediate from the definitions of the equivalences and from the consistency requirements on 9. u
We can now start studying the relationships between stuttering equivalence as defined on Kripke structures and branching bisimulation as defined on labeled transition systems. We set up general construction that given a labeled transition system or a Kripke structure yields an enriched system, that has a structure similar to the original one, but carries labels on both states and transitions.
It is worth remarking that one of the main sources of problems in these transformations is the presence of invisible actions. First of all, we present a straightforward way of labeling the transitions in a
Kripke structure in such a way that divergence blind stuttering equivalence in the original structure coincides with branching bisimulation equivalence in the enriched structure. In Figure 5 , we present an example of the above defined construction.
One can easily verify that z42?) is consistent and moreover that KS(JP(Z)) =%. Theorem 3.3.5 is an immediate consequence of these properties. It is immediate from the definitions that ZA'(JZ) is a consistent L2 TS. We report in Figure 7 an example of the above-defined construction. M: r =5 s ifandonly if 'dq = CTL*-X,~~'(ti), r t= p =zz'(J%'), s % p.
Clearly, due to Theorem 3.2.5, we can also replace CTL*-X with CTL-X in the above theorem. (9) is a finite and consistent Lz TS; Let .w' = (S, A, +) be a finite LTS. Then for all r, s in S:
PROOF As always, we can replace CTL*-X with CTL-X in the above theorem. Define for i >0.
= =b
J??l =@l_l U ((r, r'), (r', r)l~r": r~r' 3 r"&r3Z?_l r") First, we show that~W enjoys the property that we want to prove for =~. Let for some n >0, rO~rl """ r,, _~~r~be a run with rOJ%'@ r,,. Indeed, we can prove by induction on n that for all O s i < n: ro~wr,. If n = 1, the statement is trivially correct. Now consider the case n > 1. Since rOWO r., there exists an m < w with rOZm r,,. By definition of~~+~: rOJ%'ml +~r,, _~. Thus, rOS70 r. -, and, by induction hypothesis, rOAZ?W r, for all O < i s n -1; this together with the hypothesis proves the claim.
Next, we will prove with induction that, for every n <0, AZ. is a branching bisimulation. This would suffice to conclude that J7Z'0is a branching bisimulation and that~. c =~. But, by construction, we have =~G 3?0. Hence, = = go, and we have proved the lemma. 9?0 is a branching bisimulation be~ause =~is such. Now, suppose that, for certain n > 0, JZ?._~is a branching bisimulation.
We prove that &Zi?~is a branching bisimulation too. By construction W,, is symmetric. Suppose r%. r' and r~s. If r J2Z._~r', then the transfer property is trivially fulfilled.
In the other case, we have that there exist r"s,, _ , r which is reachable via a single~transition either from r or r'. More specifically, we have two possibilities:
(1) For some r": r~r'~r" and r J?* -, r". Using r SZm_~r", a first possibility is that a = 7 and s9fl_l r". But this means that r' S r' L r" with r SZ. r'
and s~~r". Otherwise, there are rl, rz such that r"~rl $ r2, r J2?._~rl and s9,, _lr2. But then r'~rl $r2, r~,, r1 and sfi. r2.
(2) For some r": r'~r~r" and r' r._~r". Then r'~r~s, r %. r and S&Zns. u Define relation x%" =3E'U ((p', m'), (u', p')lp=nm(r),~= run(s):
We prove that~' is a weak back-and-forth bisimulation. Since W is the maximal back-and-forth bisimulation and 9? s~' by construction, the fact that~' is a weak back-and-forth bisimulation would imply that~=~'. Thus, &z? has the X-property. PROOF " =" Suppose r =b s. Let cct be the mapping that associates to each run p in M its concrete colored trace, that is, the sequence which is obtained from p by replacing each state by its branching bisimulation equivalence class. So Cct(soals, """ sn_~ansn) = (so/=b alsl/=~""' sn_~/=~ansn/=b). VAN GLABBEEK, R. J. 1990 
